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Energy-Density P r e s s u r e M a t r i x of T a b l e P o i n t s
D e f i n i t i o n o f L i q u i d Water Region

I n t e r p o l a t i o n f o r P o i n t s i n L i q u i d Region 6
Data Used f o r I n t e r p o l a t i o n Scheme The two-phase code SHAFT' solves for energy, e, from the conservation-ofenergy equation and density, p, using the conservation-of-mass equation (see Figure 1) . Consequently, it is necessary to have an equation-of-state lookup table for water that relates (el p) to temperature (T) , pressure (P) , and saturation ( S ) . Available source materials such as the 1967 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Steam ~a b l e s~ use (TIP) as independent variables. It is therefore required to map (T,P) into, the (e,p) field. This report details an appropriate mapping procedure. Figure 1 , Water Properties An equation-of-state lookup table for water was originally constructed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) for use in the SHAFT 78 computer code. LBL developed SHAFT' in order to study certain geothermal problems of heat and mass transfer through porous rock. These problems focused on the process of water boiling and steam condensation in geothermal applications involving the exchange of large quantities of heat between the fluid and the rock matrix. Sandia National Laboratories then modified the LBL table so that SHAFT could be used to study nuclear--v a s t e disposal problems. The table was divided into two subtzbles--one for the -liquid region and one for the two-phase vapor region. This extension was required to obtain the table lookup accuracy needed in the liquid region over a large pressure ranqe (up to 900 bar) and at a wide temperature range extending down to 10°C.
I
ENERGY INDEX
I
Using density and energy as independent: va.r:.l.dlles has two advantages: (1) The two variables are independent even in the two-phase region, and (2) They are the natural variables arising in the conservation forms for the energy aid mass-flow equations. However, the use ul:
a l~d e introducos se~rera~. proble111s. 'the m i l l 1 1 problem is how to accurately determine the liquid water pressure. In the nearly incompressible liquid regioni because small changes in liquid density at constant energy correspond to large changes In pressure, accurate interpolation within the tables must be done. Therefore, Sandia has developed a method of table formation based on the use of a separate liquid subtable that is felt to be more accurate than the method developed at LLB. The table for the vapor and two-phase ( 2 $ ) regions remains similar to that used by LBL.
C o i i s t r u o t i o n of "Main" Tah1.e F l y u~e 1 shown a sshomatir: plot of water properties that uses density (log ordinate) and energy (abscissa) coordinates. The second set of coordinates shows a typical spacing of the density and energy index numbers used in the lookup table. The "main" table, which covers the 2 $ and vapor region, uses 81 energy subdivisions and 74 density subdivisions. The interval locations (DB and EB) from which the table is constructed must be obtained by using good judgment.
Because the thermodynamic de~lvdLives a r c dicoontinuous across the saturation line, interpolation across this line must be avoided. In our first computer program, TVALUES, we specify a set of temperature values and compute the corresponding pressures, energies, ilens~tzco along t~~u 1 i q~~i i~ saturation linc hetween Points ( i J and @ (see Figure 1) .* We then specify a second set of temperatures and compute the pressure, energies, and density along the vapor saturation line, Points @ to @ . In addition, several values of energy were selected to the right of the vapor saturation line to define the vapor region, up to the maximum specified temperature.
Note that the slope of the saturation line in p -e coordinates is negative for den-3 sities above about 15 kg/m ; for smaller densities the slope becomes positive. This means that the resulting (e) values along the vapor saturation line are not monotonically decreasing with increasing density. Some shifting of the density-energy combination must be made in this region for the double-valued function. That is, DDS3 must equal DDS4 (see Figure 2 ) . In code TVALUES, the 74 values of energy and densities are reshuffled to ensure that both the ED and DB arrays are monotonic. In summary, we now have 58 EB and DB coordinate locations located on the saturation line and 13 additional ER, l3B pointo covexllly the maximum temperature vapor region, (Figure 3 ). The first 10 low-energy points are reserved for low-energy liquid water, (see Liquid, Table A) .
Our second computer program, MAIN, constructs the final table in four stages, given the EB and DB array shown in Figure 3 . A full set of,water proper tic^ will be calculated fo:r ~a c h EB, DB coordillaLe point lying within the pressure temperature range ,specified ( 2 @ and vapor only). Figure 3 . Energy-Density Pressure Matrix of Table Points A list of the four steps executed by the code MAIN is given below, followed by, a detailed explanation of each step. Step 1 The pressure-energy table is formed by first determir~ing values of density and temperature at each point. The lowest pressure valiie and the i~lcrcment 0% proesure are input. For each pressure vdlue Lhc csrrcoponding saturstinn temperature is computed by using subroutine TSAT. Then the saturated liquid energy and saturated vapor energy for each pressure are computed. The phase of a given pressweenergy point is determined by comparing the val.cla nf cncrgy with the sa.tl.ira.tion energy values: the point is in the liquid region if the energy is below the saturated liquid energy, in the vapor region if the energy is above the saturated vapor energy, and in the 2 @ region if the energy lies between the two values. The liquid points are considered during construction of the liquid subtable.
Form a pressure-energy
For the single vapor-phase region, the temperature is estimated from an approximate relation of the form T = T(e). Accurate temperature values are obtained by Newton-Raphson iteration of an accurate relation of the form e = e(T,P) for given P. With the temperature and pressure known, the density is obtained from a relation of the form p = p(T,P) .
Step 2 The second step in the program is the preliminary formation of a density-. energy table., At each energy, for a given density value, DB, the pressure values that bracket the density value are found'in the pressbre-energy table. The pressure-energy table is then interpolated to obtain approximate values of pressure and temperature for points on the density-energy table.
Step 3
To get accurate values of temperature and pressure, the third stage of the program uses a two-dimensional Newton-Raphson formula to solve two relations of the form e = e(T,P) and P = p(,T,P) iteratively until the absolute value of the changes in temperature and pressure are ~O -~O C and Pa. Partial derivatives are approximated by finite differences. The following are computed in the 2$ region for a given approximate temperature: (1) the corresponding saturation pressure; (2) liquid saturation energy (UF) and density,. (DF) ; and (3) vapor saturation energy (UG) and density (DG). The corresponding quality for a given density is then computed. Using this value of quality, the inixture energy is computed and compared to the required value. The temperature is obtained by Newton-Raphson iteration until the -8 discrepancy in energy is less than 10 J/kg. .
Step 4
In the fourth step, the temperature and pressure at each point on the densityenergy 
New Liquid Subtablc
The increase in pressure'with increased density at constant energy is so large in the liquid region that the liquid regime occupies a very narrow band above the liquid saturation line and becomes even narrower at lower energy, where water is more nearly incompressible (see Figure 4) . In LBL SHAFT, water properties are linearly interpolated between three points--two on the saturation line and one at the intersection of the cons-tant density and energy lines, shown as Point 3 in Figure 6 ). 'l'he temperature is obtaincd by a Newton-Raphson solution of E = E(P,T). Knowing P and T, we can easily obtain density and all other transport properties.
Use of this table ensured that reasonably accurate results were obtained when pressures for problems of interest were in a narrow range of 1 to 9 bars. When higher pressures became of interest, the same method was used, except that the new liquid 
. Interpolation for Points in Liquid ~egion
These tables, although better than the original LBL table, were not always satisfactory. As a result, further changes discussed in the next section were made.
Sandia Liquid Subtable B
Much wasted memory results from using density and energy as independent variables in the table (see Figure 3) . Many points in the rectangular p -e grid correspond to pressures and/or temperatures that are too high or to pressures that are too low. As a result, more than half of the water table is filled with the default number -0,7777El77 fur all 10 e~~tr'les at the point. One way to increase accuracy and eliminate some of this waste of memory is to use different energy steps in the liquid and 241 regions.
For the liquid region, maximum energy corresponds to less than half the.number of energy points (40 out of 81). It was realized that the energy points in the liquid table did not have to agree with those in the main table. Each energy increment in the main table was therefore cut in half. This means that if energy EX io between poifils NELOPC and NELOK+~ Pii the main table, it will be between points 2*NELOK-1 and 2*NELOK or between 2*NELOK and 2*NELOK+l in the liquid table. This results in nearly full use of all the points in the liquid table. Halving the energy increment greatly increases the accuracy of the pressure determination. The worst errors are 0.2% of the absolute pressure, ,about 1.9 bar, for pmax = 900 bar. This improvement is to be expected because the error in quadratic int.srpnlpti.on The accuracy of the liquid pressure and temperature computation has been tested in a test program. Pressure and temperature are input, and the corresponding liquid energy and denslty are computed. These values are input into the subroutine GETIT that performs the interpolation. The resultant pressure and temperature coming from the tables are output. The errors as a function of the fractional distance from the lower density-energy point were compared. Only very small errors are expected near any of the points (zero error at the points) and maximum errors near the middle of the interpolation region. Temperature errors are typically less than 0.01%.
IlicorporaLion of SANWAT illto SI,IAJ?T
Because the basic construction of SANWAT differs appreciably from that of the original LBL table, many program,changes were necessary to make the new table compatible with SHAFT 78. These changes were limited to subroutine GETIT., Subroutine GETIT is entered with energy EX and density DX. GETIT locates EX between energies El and E2. The fractional distance of EX between El and E2, Q, is obtained linearly by using Eq. 1:
GETIT coritains logic to determine whether or not the point of interest is in the main or the liquid table. In the main table, the fractional distance of DX between the bounding densities Dl and D2, P, is obtained by linear interpolation For the liquid table, the density DL shown on Figure 6 is obtained by quadratic interpolation, using densities Dl, D2 and D3. Density DH is likewise found, using D4, 65 and D6. Quadratic rather than linear interpolation is used because is highly nonlinear. The fractional distance between DL and DH, P, is obtained by linear interpolation Linear interpolation can be used because
The rest of the properties (page 11) are obtained from r and Q by double linear interpolation.
The current version of subroutine GETIT (Appendix A) has been tested by computing the water and geologic properties about a heat-generating waste canist'er. The geologic medium at time = 0 was cold (temperature = 2E°C). As time progressed, the water in the pores went from la liquid to 2$, and finally to vapor. No difficulties were incurred in crossing the saturation curve that separates the regions.
APPENDIX A Subroutine GETIT
The flow diagram of the revised subroutine GETIT is given by Figure A-1 . This is provided to show the revisions required to the original GETIT to make GETIT compatible with SANWAT, which contains the separate liquid subtable. A nomenclature list for the symbols used in the flow chart is given below. US D e p a r t m e n t of E n e r g y A s s t S e c r e t a r y f o r D e f e n s e P r o g r a m s W a s h i n g t o n , DC 2 0 5 4 5 A t t n : D. C . S e w e l l , DP-1
US D e p a r t m e n t o f E n e r g y A c t i n g A s s t . S e c r e t a r y f o r E n e r g y T e c h n o l . o g y W a s h i n g t o n , DC 2 0 5 4 5 A t t n : D. M. K e r r , ET-3
US D e p a r t m e n t of E n e r g y ( 1 1 ) O f f i c e of N u c l Waste M a n a g e m e n t W a s h i n g t o n , DC 2 0 5 4 5 A t t n : S . M e y e r s , E T -9 0 R. G. R o m a t o w s k i , ET-90 C. A. H e a t h , E T -9 6 0 D. L . V i e t h , E T -9 6 3 R. S t e i n , OW, E T -9 6 1 C . R. C o o l e y , E T -9 6 1 M. W. F r e i , E T -9 6 3 R. H. C a m p b e l l , E T -9 2 0 E . C . H a r d i n , E T -9 1 2 D. B. L e C l a i r e , ET-920 R. Mg, E T -9 6 3
US D e p a r t m e n t of E n e r g y ( 2 ) R i c h l a n d O p e r a t i o n s O f f i c e P.O. B o x 5 5 0 R i c h l a n d , WA 9 9 3 5 2 A t t n :
,F. S t a n d e r f er E . J. S q u i r e s US D e p a r t m e n t of E n e r g y Computer S c i e n c e s Corp. 6565 A r l i n g t o n Blvd F a l l s Church, V A 22046 A t t n : J . Lahoud J o h n A. Blume E n g i n e e r s S h e r a t o n P a l a c e H o t e l 1340 Jessie S t r e e t San F r a n c i s c o , CA 94105 A t t n : P. Yanev
Dartmouth C o l l e g e Dept o f E a r t h S c i e n c e s Hanover, NH 03755 At:tn : 11 , T.ayc~~is H a r v a r d U n i v e r s i t y Dept o f G e o l o g i c a l S c i e n c e s Cambridge, MA 02138 A t t n : R. S i e v e r A r t h u r D. L i t t l e , I n c . Acorn P a r k Cambridge, MA 02140 A t t n : C. R. Hadlock I n t e r n a t l Atomic Energy Agency Div o f Nucl Power & R e a c t o r s K a r n t n e r Ring 11 P.O. Box 590, A-1011 V i c n n s , A u s t r i a A t t n : J . P. C o l t o n P r i n c e t o n U n i v e r s i t y Dept of C i v i l E n g i n e e r i n g P r i n c e t o n , N J 08540 A t t n : G . Texas A&M U n i v e r s i t y C e n t e r f o r T e c t o n y p h y s i c s C o l l e g e S t a t i o n , TX 77840 A t t n : J. Handin Law E n g i n e e r i n g T e s t i n g Co. 
